Directions to
The Malvern Vale Community Centre,
Swinyard Rd., Malvern, WR14 1FG
From the M5 coming from the south:
Leave the M5 at J8, taking the M50 signed to South Wales. Leave the M50 at J1,
heading north on the A38 to Worcester. After approx 3 miles, turn left on the A4104,
signed to Malvern. Immediately after crossing the River Severn at Upton on Severn,
turn right at the mini-roundabout T junction onto the B4211. After 1.5 miles you will
see, (but don't take) the B4209 to the left on a sharp right-hand bend in the village of
Hanley Castle. After a further approx 1.5 miles, turn left (still the B4211) following
the signs to Great Malvern, after 1.5 miles through Guarlford village and after a
further 1.5 miles eventually up the long tree-lined straight into Barnard's Green. At
the strange-shape island just after the shops, take the second exit but be careful not to
take the left-hand road (Avenue Road) which joins at that point. You should be on
Barnard's Green Road, which you should follow all the way up the (getting steeper)
hill, through traffic lights in Great Malvern town centre until you meet the main A449
on a steep junction, at which you should turn right. Drive along this road (Belle Vue
Terrace/Worcester Rd.,) until you start to descend and meet some traffic lights. Turn
left here onto the B4503….then follow the ‘B4503’ directions below…..
From the M5 coming from the north:
Leave the M5 at J7, heading towards Worcester on the A44. At the first island, take
the first exit onto the A4440, straight over two more islands, crossing the River
Severn by the Carrington Bridge and eventually arriving at a large island. Take the
'bypass' lane to the left onto the A449 signed to Ross and Malvern. After about 5
miles, take the second exit (effectively straight on) at the island near the retail park
and continue through Malvern link, through several sets of traffic lights until the Link
Common can be seen on your left (opposite the railway station and the 'pitched tent'
of the Fire Station). Go straight through the next set of traffic lights, and continue up
the hill until you encounter the next set of lights, at which you should position
yourself to turn right onto the B4503…. then follow the ‘B4503’ directions below…..
From the south-west:
Head for the town of Ledbury (J2 M50, then A417 north) and then follow signs for
Malvern on the A449. Stay on the A449 (crossing the Malvern Hills at British Camp)
for approx 8 miles passing through Malvern Wells, reaching Great Malvern as
indicated by a Lloyds Bank and a row of shops on the left. Continue along the A449
until you encounter traffic lights at which point you turn left onto the B4530 … then
follow the ‘B4503’ instructions below…..
The B4503…..
Turn onto the B4503 in the direction of Leigh Sinton being careful to follow the sharp
curve around to the right! Continue for approx 0.7 of a mile until the road swerves to
the right at the junction with Sayers Ave (just before Pale Manor - if you get to Dyson
Perrins School on the right, you've gone too far). Turn left into Sayers Ave and in 50
yds turn right into Swinyard Rd.. Follow this windy, unfinished-as-yet road around
(look out for primitive speed bumps!) until you see the community centre on your left:
it has a big, level car park. The room we occupy can be reached via the main entrance,
down the corridor and to the right.
Contact numbers if you get lost:
Ian Thompson 07970 727003, Peter Warner 07811 953480
There’s a local map on the next page….

